Quarantine Fiction Book List
You might be stuck at home but that doesn’t mean you can’t access library resources.
Check out these fiction titles you can access from OverDrive or Hoopla!
(Some titles are available as both ebooks and eaudiobooks)

Split second by David Baldacci (OverDrive and Hoopla)
Sean King and Michelle Maxwell, whose careers were derailed by losing presidential
candidates they were assigned to protect eight years apart, are drawn together when they
realize both acts were part of a larger conspiracy whose violence is far from over. For more
thrillers check out Baldacci’s other titles by Baldacci, Stephen Cannell, and Jeffrey Archer.

Crazy rich Asians by Kevin Kwan (OverDrive)
You’ve seen the movie now read the book! A New Yorker finds herself in a world she’d never
imagined when she agrees to join her boyfriend at his childhood home in Singapore but he
left out some key details: the home is mansion and he’s one of the country’s most sought after
bachelors. For more books that inspired movies consider Charlie St. Cloud by Ben Sherwood
and The help by Kathryn Stockett (both on OverDrive).

The perfect couple by Elin Hilderbrand (OverDrive)
Transport yourself to summer for a few hours with Hilderbrand’s masterful beach read. Just
before an elaborate wedding is to take place on Nantucket a body washes up and
everyone involved with the wedding is a suspect. To keep your warm thoughts going explore
Hilderbrand’s other works along with those by Nancy Thayer and Mary Kay Andrews.

All systems red by Martha Wells (OverDrive)
Get your science fiction fix with this story about a security android that hacks its own
governor to become sentient. While exploring its consciousness, Murderbot as it refers to
itself, must defend the human team it is protecting from a possibly grave situation. We’d also
recommend Ready player one by Ernest Cline (OverDrive and Hoopla) and Annihilation by
Jeff Vandermeer (OverDrive) for our science fiction fans.

Black leopard, red wolf by Marlon James (OverDrive)
In what will serve as the first entry of his Dark Star trilogy James creates a world that involves
just about every kind of monster and creature from fantasy tales you can think of but with
plenty of cultural references to African folklore. The story follows Tracker as he tries to hunt
down what happened with the mysterious disappearance of a boy three years ago. Try
Red Queen by Victoria Aveyard (OverDrive and Hoopla) for more fantasy world building.

Commonwealth by Ann Patchett (OverDrive and Hoopla)
This family saga shows how a chance encounter, an affair turned romance that led to the
dissolution of two seemingly happy marriages and joining of the two families, can
reverberate through a family’s history. Patchett follows the children involved as their lives are
intertwined over five decades. If you’re a fan of family sagas be sure to check out A spool of
blue thread by Anne Tyler and Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi (both on OverDrive).

